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B. RTC -
1.a) Segun and Eugene were talking to Ashraf.

b)The formula was actually for the plane that Ashraf made. Segun called it the ‘formula for
getting into trouble’ because every time Ashraf invented something, it got Segun and Eugene
into trouble.

c)‘Nudging’ means to touch or push someone.

2.a) Ashraf’s plane had a ‘brown strong body’.

b) Ashraf was impatiently waiting for his friends to arrive because he was eager to show them
the plane he invented.

c)Ashraf was expecting two of his friends Segun and Eugene to come and see his plane.
However, hundreds of children came to see his invention.

C. Answer the questions briefly-

1 Eugene got into much trouble because of Ashraf’s time capsule. He thought that he would
wake up and find himself two grades up. He even stopped studying for his exams and got Ds in
all the subjects.

2. Ashraf once dismantled his dad’s radio and claimed that the radio frequencies could turn into
waves that would make a person invisible. Unfortunately, this invention wasn’t successful as
Segun got into trouble because of it. He thought that he had become invisible and ended up in
detention for mocking the headmaster.

3. To make his plane safe and comfortable, Ashraf went into the living room and grabbed his
mother’s favourite purple cushions. He took some string from his father’s toolbox to fasten the
cushions securely for takeoff.

4. Segun said that Ashraf had a vivid imagination because Ashraf made a plane like setting on a
mango tree in his backyard and told his friends that he had invented a real plane.



5. Ashraf felt that he could not go to school anymore because he was ashamed of the fact that
hundreds of children from his school would make fun of him and his imaginary plane.

6. Segun encouraged Ashraf by telling him that he liked his hair-brained ideas and one day he
might be able to build all these things for real.


